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There is a growing trend toward state-level of energy efficiency R&D and t'1Ol ...... lhn'... 1""'41'T"I:1_

transfer programs. At least states have established such programs, with others in the plannJLng

In contrast to energy R&D at the Federal level, most state programs emphasize applied research on end-
use efficiency and renewable energy. A recurrent theme is the of research to
technology-transfer; in some cases the division between research and is
blurred. The eight states discussed in this paper now spend about million/year on energy
one-fifth as much as DOE's total budget for conservation and renewable energy.
indexed to R&D per or to doBars on energy, the average of R&D in
these states is about 65-75% that of DOE's level of effort devoted to conservation and renewables
research.

This paper summarizes the state energy R&D programs, discusses some of the reasons for their
...1....",.-><- •..• ,.1 •• _ and raises several issues they face in for collaboration among
the state programs, with and with other research institutions such as EPRI and GRI. A
fmal section the rationale for energy efficiency R&D at the state
the for such programs to advance not the science and tec:nn'OlC~2V

also to contribute to the next of literate tf ~1l'O~~ ..... 't'~I't'14""".~o.·",1t'"1

leaders.

Introduction

® involvement in the
"Golden Carrot lf consortium to n1l"'f"',"u1rlp t"'::!llt'1"10"~1..~tr\1"

manufacturers with a fmancial incentive to
introduce ad~vanlCe(:t.. Plr11P1"'O'l.{._ll;;.1!:J1',\nnIH te~cnnOjlO}2:tes

® initial field-tests of home energy
to better inform both home and

and which can
translate energy into "fmanceable market
value"

State energy initiatives have also been extended to energy
R&D. In the few years, a number of states
have established energy research and tecnnlOlCI2v-tr;alls;ter

all of them focused on end-use effi-
and renewable energy

resources and the related goals of environmental quality
and sustainable economic with the
well-established energy R&D programs in New

and North five other states
._.......,............... "-"-........ ~ Nlmne~,ot:l, "/ls~~OrlSll:l, and have created

as
retrofits in

® state and collaborative
processes to encourage a fflevel field If

utilities that invest in demand-side manaJgerneIlt
resources as well as conventional energy SUiJJ)lles

@ added incentives in some states to reward
utilities that can demonstrate from
their DSM investments

States and local O'n'l"p,-rnll1r1~p<n·t~ have often been the innova
tors in 1:J!1"t41&:!i1t"lr'lI'llnn- areas of this is
because are closer to the source of Dr()blc~m:S--~I.nd.

more accessible to the constituencies
action or solutions. This for

states and localities to innovate has occurred in
the field of energy and. renewables.
include:

® effective use of
to
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The remainder of this section summarizes the nine
eXlstrra2 state R&D programs of them are in Cali-

Table 1 summarizes characteristics; this is
followed brief which draw upon an earlier

We somewhat
more detail on the California Institute of

since it illustrates many of the general
and since three of the authors were

involved melEE's creation.

Several of the programs also make an link
between environmental and statewide economic

on the one hand, and energy
efficiency and increased reliance on renewables. Each of
the states has made a in
ae~;l2Jlll1ll~ their research and Another

either is to str€~n2;tne~n

corporation. Program scale varies about an order of
magnitude, from the smaller programs at $1-2 minion!
year to the largest (and oldest) program in New York, at
over $15 million $ Six of the programs are funded
marily from utility assessments or voluntary contributions;
the other three rely mainly on state budget allocations or
Oil Overcharge revenues.

All but one of the nine programs (Kansas) focus all or
most of their R&D on end-use efficiency and renewable
energy sources~ In contrast to the basic energy research
emphasized until at the Federal level, the state
programs lean toward applied demonstra-
tions, and (in the case of California's ETAP prc_grl:lm)
some pre-commercial product jointly funded
with private Most of the programs on a
formal advisory committee structure to help plan the
research and review proposals~ In about half the cases, a
Board of Directors the is for
final decisions on research T1I'IflJf'i .. "&"l'rIl'

Excluded from the summaries are states: where energy
R&D programs are in the planning stage (Colorado),
where R&D is only one of several functions of the State

Office or where informal R&D coordi-
nation occurs with no specific organization or budget (the
Pacific Northwest Since our focus is on efficiency
and renewables research, the one state program devoted
almost entirely to supply-side R&D (Ohio Coal Lle'veIIOD

ment Office) is not discussed het"e. we have not
included several state energy offices that allocate Oil
Overcharge revenues or other funds to individual R&D

without a new program or
or~:aru.zatlon "h<Ol.,..n~!>ri with R&D.

their own energy research organizations during the past
few years. Still other states are contemplating or actively
planning such programs.

These state programs emphasize applied research on effi
ciency and (secondarily) on renewable energy sources.

have often forged close working relationships with
electric and gas utilities (who provide most of the funding
for· several of the programs), and have explored promising
new ways to tighten the links between technology research
and implementation. The states' specific interest in energy
R&D is in tum part of a broader trend toward investing in
technology innovation to support the economic infrastruc
ture, often as a three-way partnership among state govern
ment, industry, and universities. In 1988, 44 state
sponsored technology innovation programs represented a
total annual investment estimated at $550 million (Strauss,
1989).

KeCOj~ZlI.ll,g their common the state energy R&D
programs have also formed an informal coalition, the
Association of State Energy Research and Technology
Transfer Institutions 1991 and .... 't'.JlI. ........ .a.'-'I....,~

The purpose of this organization is to facilitate the
eX4~h:3m~;e of ideas and experience among the states, and to

OP1)Or'tu:tJl1tH~S for jointly sponsored research and
technlolo,gy-tr~msteractivities. To date, the Association has
identified a common R&D interest in such as heat-

"""""'''Jl.JUIl..A~" and ventilation distribution system
ImrlfO"ved methods for and analyzing

control and of
and office

group meets twice a year, once in
with the research subcommittee of the

r~ational Association of State Officials

n verview of tate
Progra s

The sections a brief summary of each
state energy R&D program, discuss some issues face
in common, and examine their future pr()SiJ,eclts-~·lnc~ludu12

POSlSlb.le lrnpllca1tloilS for Federal energy

The state energy R&D programs differ in several
res1pects but share other features in common. The organi
zational base varies: four of the states have set up
nOIlprc)llt V.ll.&."'JI.".B.V'~':l three have established university-based
centers, one is a state agency (CEC), and the remaining
program is a state
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f4:no'rl.WU Research Development
"'''m.TV:7'f!''''''IIli'"''!'"llr'ilo~ far the largest and (along

one of the two oldest state energy research
programs, NYSERDA manages a $15.5 million/year
RD&D program aimed at improving energy efficiency
within the state, adopting innovative technologies,

protecting the environment, and economic
growth. The Energy Authority was established by the state
legislature as a Public Benefit Corporation. Assessments
on electric and gas sales by investor-owned utilities and a
proportional (voluntary) contribution from the New York
Power Authority are its main sources of R&D funding
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There is a strong emphasis
rrnJlUl·-naT1V collaboration in

1990 and
on matching and on
plannmg and mana;gmlg research.

CIEE sponsors an annual conference to present results and
status reports on an of its pr(J~leets

The multi-year projects, for about two-thirds
ofCIEE's annual budget, focus on three program themes:
building energy efficiency, the potential for end-use
efficiency to improve air in urban areas, and end-
use resource planning performance measure-
ment and analysis). These projects typically involve total
A-'O"M'...............1-\ of roughly minion over a period of about three
years. One of the institutions assumes lead
responsibility for coordination and reporting. Encouraging
several institutions to participate in a project is part of an
explicit strategy to draw on diverse disciplines, and to use
the research itself as a means of creating or strlen~~theruln2

institutional and networks within the state.

None of these CIEE is yet complete
but several have made notable progress. For a

on thermal and air
in residential ducts has
ment better tee.I1mQU(~S

energy and new to
duct in new construction and retrofits. The
has the interest of DOE and other ASERTTI
me:mbl~rs~ with a national held in the of
this year and for atl program with
cosponsors from other states.

ciency
1f...j1"'t~""'1i'~"""''lT was created

in 1988 as a statewide research unit of the of
The Institute funds medium- to

nrcnects at California-based universities
and research centers, the DOE
National Laboratories in the state.

NYSERDA programs address aU forms of energy and
each end-use sectors Research funds are allocated among
four roughly equal programs: industrial efficiency,
building systems, energy resources (mainly renewables
and alternative vehicle fuels), and municipal wastes. The
Authority also manages disposal sites for low-level
radioactive waste and issues revenue bonds to help utilities
fmance pollution-control and other energy projects. 'The
Authority has negotiated royalty and other payback agree
ments on some of its R&D projects; currently these return
more than million/year in revenues. NYSERDA oper
ates under a 13-member Board of VIJrec'tor:s, alPp()m'ted
the Governor. Its staff of 80+ is Sl}ZJmn.carlUV larger than
that of most other state R&D the
Florida Solar

Director's Funds for R&D and tec,nn,o!c.gy

transfer account for CIEE's core
rfhese have demonstrated their

CFC-free
panels has already and "graduated n to an
exploratory grant, which is, in turn, into a
effort with DOE co-funding.

CIEE also funds about ten smalle·r
Dr()le<~ts~ for one year at a time. These pr()le(~ts'l hTl1l'St"'!:IIII'U

a and a
account for about one-sixth of CIEE's core The

is that at least some of these win the
2r()UI1(1VVOJ~K for new, research efforts.

Supplemental projects provide a mechanism for CIEE to
attract and manage additional resources, its annual
core fundings This approach has been used to let one or
more sponsors initiate a project in which have a
special interest, but which do not fit into the research
-n'll"'1l,n'll"'1lli"lIa1oCl and core funding level arrived at consensus
of the entire CIEE Board. For two CIEE spon-
sors, the Los of Water and Power

and the Sacramento District

CIEE's revenues come from. electric and gas
contributions based on a of revenues.
Additional funds were in 1990 the California

Commission from the state's Oil
revenues. All are the CIEE
Research members include a senior
malna~gelneIlt r~~prlese~nt~ltr\ire from each palrttC:lpBltml2
the the California and the California

Commission. Board members repre-
sent the Electric Power Research Institute and the
Gas Research Institute These same orj~aIJU~lU()nS

nrliIV'Bf:!P: technical for a research pl3lllilmg

committee.

Research is divided into four ""G~.(2;,nr~~c:.,Cl·

TIliJlnl~·veZ;ir D]rOH~cts which involve more than one
mSltltlLltl4Dn; ...............................·A' one-year eXi)!o:ratCJry

Fund for the Director's use in
to new and

~'ll"'r'I,'It::l>f"t'C! which allow either CIEE's utilities
or outside sponsors to focus additional resources on a

of interest. Since an aim of the
program is to the technical of
research institutions within the state, transfer is
a element for each funded In a(1<lltl ion,
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have sponsored projects to measure the cooling
effect on summer "heat islands" from light roofs and
roads, and from strategically planted trees and other
ve~getatlion. Success in these could well lead to
state and Federal co-funding.

techniques, and energy education and training
1991a and 1991b)e These research programs share an
emphasis on experimental field research and innovative
instrumentation methods.

Iowa Energy Center (lEC) 0 The Iowa Energy Center
was authorized by the State Legislature in 1990.. Its state
funding of about $2.2 minion/year is based on an assess
ment on electric and gas utility bins (lEe, 1992). The
mission of the Center is to sponsor research, demonstra
tion, and education and technology-transfer programs that
can improve energy efficiency in aU sectors and help shift
usage from fossil to renewable energy sources. A 13
member Advisory Council the research pro
gram; members represent electric and gas utilities in

state agencies, and public and private universities in
the state. The first research solicitation was
held in 1991, with eligibility open to colleges, umversi-

and organizations in the state. Initial
project awards were made in 1992..

Minnesota The
Minnesota Research Center was established in
1987 as a research unit of the University of Minnesota.
The Center funds and coordinates interdisciplinary
research that can improve the energy efficiency and
indoor environmental quality of new and existing buildings
in cold climates.. To date, most of the Center's
minion/year research budget has come from the state's Oil
Overcharge allocations, with the recent addition of some
project-based funding (Grimsrud, 1992). the
University has agreed to share of the savings
generated a campus-wide energy management program
for which the Center technical support Major
program areas include construction technologies and
building systems (envelopes, foundations, lighting),

environment and occupant response, existing
buildings, and information and Most
projects are funded for 3-5 years.

Utilities
The Kansas program is a joint venture among

six electric utilities in the state.. It was established in 1981
to cosponsor research that can the reli

and reduce the costs of electric service in the state
1992 and About one-third of the

annual R&D minion is devoted to
end-use efficiency, with the rest focused on utility
oplera,nons. Most research projects are funded on a multi
year basis and carried out by university within the
state; several projects are cofunded by EPRI. A Technical
Committee advises the Director on research;
each funded project is approved by an Executive Commit-
tee of sponsors ..

since
or funding

Energy - Energy Tech-
nology Advancement (CEC~ETAP)$ The
California Energy Commission, created in 1975 as the
state's energy office, also plays a significant role in
funding pre-commercial energy research, development,
and demonstration projects. A special program was
initiated in 1986 to provide matching grants and loans for
energy technology development projects. Both private
firms and consortia and public agencies (including utilities)
are for funding; is required where
projects are judged likely to produce significant
commercial revenues. Most projects require a match of
50% or more; in some cases the matching funds have
been are peer-reviewed and
recommended for by a majority vote of the five
CEC Commissioners. A total of $17.5 minion in ETAP
awards were made from 1986 1991

Of about 60 % were for power generation
from alternative energy sources and another 30% for end-
use In addition to the ETAP program,
the Commission a of research and

activities on alternative-fuel efficient
OUIJ.QU112S and and renewable resource de"e14JD-
mente These are not shown in Table 1,
there is no cumulative list of such prc~lec.ts

amounts.

The Florida
Solar Center was established in 1974 as a non-

research institute within the State unlVerSl1tv
to conduct and n~lIrt'n~rrn~OInt"·~

Hon of solar Since the Center has
broadened its program to include aU forms of renewable
energy and end-use The Center's staff of 137
includes about 50 as well as
U' ..... I!-'Il'J'U'Jl.Il- !I""'........... '................._ ... , and studentse About half of its

comes from state ~nr"1"n1l"'ll'll'"1~::lIhr~nC!'

~" ...... .Mi .. ,"",,,,,, awarded Federal and state
and other sponsors 1992).

FSEC is from most of the other state energy
R&D programs because a fraction of its work is
done in-house rather than contracted out to other
research program areas include

OUIIClUtl2;S (envelopes, cooling, and air
svs:tenlS L photovoltaics, solar thermal systems

and review for solar hot
water in other advanced for
renewable energy and end-use field rtnru''Uj~n'lr'lnn
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North Carolina Alternative Energy Corporation
(NCAEC)~ The NCAEC, an independent, non-profit
organization, was created in 1980 by the Utilities
Commission and the state's regulated electric utilities in
order to promote energy efficiency and the use of renew
able energy resources. Its $3.1 million/year budget comes
from voluntary utility contributions (NCAEC, 1990, 1991a
and 1991b). The Corporation's program--even more than
those in other states--emphasizes community outreach,
education, training, and demonstrations, as wen as applied
R&D. Program areas include commercial and residential
buildings, agriculture, industry, and other utility-related
interests such as compressed-air storage, photovoltaics,
and electric vehicles. An extensive advisory committee
structure helps in program planning; the Corporation's
12-member Board of Directors is appointed by the
Governor and the sponsoring utilities. A major new
program is being organized around the Electrotechnology
Laboratory, which provides production-scale industrial

training, and testing facilities as a
cooperative venture between the NCEAC, the College of
Textiles at N. Carolina State University, and several
corporate and cosponsors.

Table 1 shows the average spending by each of the state
R&D organizations from 1987-1991, including funds spent
internally for research planning, management, and other
administrative activities. Not included in these totals is the
amount of cost-shared or matching funds. Even though
these are substantial in some cases, it is difficult to
compile the numbers for a consistent comparison, due to
differing accounting methods, definitions of "hard" vs.
"soft" matches, etc. For the organizations that are rela
tively new, like those in Wisconsin and Iowa, only the
most recent year(s) of funding are included, to represent
their expected level of funding after start-up.

Collectively, these eight states represent about 33 % of the
U.S. population and 28% of total energy expenditures;
they now spend about $39 million/year on end-use effi
ciency and renewables R&D. This is equal to about 20%
of the total u.s. DOE budget for conservation and renew
abIes research, excluding state grant programs (Sissine,
1991). It is also roughly equal to EPRI's Customer
Systems budget (not including renewable power produc
tion), and about half of the annual GID budget for end-use
research, excluding GRI R&D for gas-fired power genera-
tion and cogeneration 1991; GR!, 1991).

1 illustrates two different methods of comparing
the level of R&D "effort" among the eight states and three
national programs (budgets for the two California pro
grams are combined here). Each state's R&D spending is
first scaled by population and ~hen by annual energy
expenditures. Using these two indices, the average com
bined "R&D effort" for the eight states is about 65-75%
that of the corresponding values for DOE conservation!
renewables research, and significantly greater than that of
EPRIe The Figure shows an even higher spending index
for GRI's end-use R&D program. This is due, in part, to
the fact that (compared with electric utility systems) there
seem to be fewer research issues for natural gas produc
tion and distribution than for end-use applications.

Note that both the EPRI indices in Figure 1 would be
significantly higher if they included research on power
production or fuels from renewable energy sources.
However, comparison with state programs might then be
misleading, since the state programs emphasize end-use
efficiency more than renewables. (Unlike the state and
DOE indices, the per capita index for GRI is based on gas
customers only.) The energy-spending scales for both
EPRI and GRI are based on fuel-specific expenditures.
However, for a better comparison with the other indices,
the last bar in the Figure shows combined EPRI and GRI
spending on end-use R&D as a fraction of total dollar
sales of electricity natural gas~

Wisconsin Research
(WCDSR)@ The Wisconsin Center for Demand-Side

was established in 1990 as a result of an
and consultation process

state Public Service Commission, the Univer-
of and the electric and gas utilities

and Wisconsin The Center is an
organization supported by electric

contributions and some contracts.. Its
..t..Jl.JlJa~;JlO.JA"'AA is to sponsor and coordinate applied research on
demand-side and utility program

to of information avail-
able for demand-side resource and to

and student research and education. The
Center's annual of about minion (as of 1992)
is into five programs: data

academic education and
and communications and

An 1 Board of Directors con-
sists of members from the sponsoring utilities, the
Wisconsin the of Wisconsin, and a public
member. Each Board member also designates a technical
re):)relsentative to a Research Council.

The nine state energy research organizations described
above are, collectively, a but little-recognized
presence in u.s. energy efficiency and renewables R&D.

Kese~Firc:n Funding
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l1li------------" $456

Ie A: $ R&D/10UU pop.

Ie B: $ A&D/$M ~I costs

l!
o

'. <>;,,~<. $660
$660

.'>v,' "'«~·:«·""...."*':'<N:«·.'»;:.""<·,'>«· $251
1Ill--__"'I~C 129 :

";'\""«O';"~';""""""»>(>""''''';''v " ......"",'>,;..., ;.,..:or.,........:"';,;.;.:y:......;«• .;,."•..:.:.,... , $44 1
111--------$286

",·>.v>>>:·;........',:·;.;,,-',,·.·;,':""·,·,..:v;·""·:·;..·,·.. $472
11--------'$289

NYSER0 A :;:~;:;;,;",-«",»,~~~,~":..,~<,~"~""",~",,,<,,xYv":'::~;';';"~<';";<-:'

l:m:~==~~ $252
lP------$189

:« ...,.:-;"....,."''-" ..:,;.:." .., ; , <' ,.""":.>~<.>.",,."., $445
w-------- $324

CIEE and CEe

FSEC

Iowa EC

Kansas EURP

Minn. BAC

NCAEC

140012001000800600400200o

. .,. ' .....,'m:;~»;;.-~"' .. $529
1D'----------------...§$5~6

Wise. CDSR ~"_••-'-"~$29;-~_._- $450

8 Slate ~l".Ao;«.;... 1G:*t'l.d ." $412

DOE C&R v.'.;,:,.",~,,,,,,,..<o),,,,.;"': ,·»>...." ..x-:,....,,"'·;«·..«-.'Co'«~""~'*'< ....,,'»:\'«·_"""'«w»...... ~,,·~>:.,.>~:"'"-0-<.»: 'Oil: III

EPRI Cust Sys. $146 $223

GRI End Use

EPRI and GRI
(combined base)

1~ Indices Ketatl1Je ,:)jrJenall1t£ on Efficiency and Renewables R&D, 1987-1991

1: R&D expenditures for selected states are from Table 1& The population index for 1990 is from
. the energy expenditures index is estimated for each state as of 1988 (ElA, 1990). For the index

R&D per is based on natural gas customers only (about 65% of u.s. households and commercial
For both GRl and the index of R&D per $ spent on energy is based on fuel-specific expenditures (E1A,
["or a rnore realistic with the R&D indices for states and DOE--which are multi-fuel--the EPRl and

GRI indices are also shown together in the final pair ofbars, using a combined base oftotal U. S. population (index A) and
total + but excluding spending on oil or miscellaneous fuels.

In 1!"tl;':il>1""n'l1"'Cl"t'~"n

be considered:
1, several additional factors should

None of the values include
which are substantial in cases such as

EPRI and NYSERDA. Much of the end-use research.
both EPRI and GRI focuses on market and interfuel

rather than energy ~ se.
for the Customer program has

increased over the five years; the 1991
is about 20 % than the average shown

in Table 1 and the EPRI budget
amount for Customer does not include fuels and
power from renewable energy sources, which
are of the research efforts of some of the state
programs, and are included in DOE's totals for
conservation and renewablese

EPRI are reported as a combined total in the
Federal Regulatory Commission. FERC's Form 1
shows total 1990 R&D spending by electric utilities of
about minion 1992a). Electric utility research
spending grew more slowly than the rate of inflation from
1986 to 1990, shrinking from 0.43 % to 0.39% of utility
net revenues. No separate numbers are reported for
energy-efficiency R&D, but if the experience of Cali
fornia's large electric utilities is a guide, the national
figure would show perhaps 5-10% of total electric utility
spending on R&D (excluding the EPRI program) devoted
to energy efficiency.

The Case for State-level Energy
&0

In addition to their EPRI some electric
utilities conduct their own in-house R&D--but this is not
aimed at energy efficiency. Both in-house and

States have a vital interest in how energy is used within
their borders and how they might influence this llse--even

Crf~atA,na Institutions for ""n~g"'d'llrv l::"/(~/efJ'CVR&D: New Roles for States and Utilities - 6.. 97



each~

A technical issues in energy effi-
region-specific. 'The most obvious

relate to climate differences. with
cold winters face different building design

constraints than with mild winters, humid and dry
must each address quite different strategies for

lmlnrOVH1lO air and so on. These
variations are reflected in the distinct building technology
programs in Minnesota vs those in Florida4

Research programs at the state level can also establish
more intimate ties with many of the intended users of
R&D results. Success in technology-transfer depends in
large part on the familiarity and perceived legitimacy of
the source. In other words, it helps when the research
findings are "invented here"--or at least nearby. An
example is the role that some state R&D programs
(Wisconsin, New California) are beginning to play
in technical support to the sector
"collaboratives If to establish DSM goals, design utility
regulatory and monitor program and policy
results. initial from CIEE's duct
1I:::lo1""tll(,I~:lOn('l'" research in California may soon fmd their way
into updates of the state's Title 24 residential energy
OU1UQJmg: standards$

taxes. These traditional governmental functions give states
powerful levers to shape state energy policies--Ievers that
are only starting to be recognized in some states. Within
our Federal system, if there are to be coherent and
cohesive u.s. energy programs and policies, then Federal
and state governments must recognize their separate, yet
complementary roles.

Other differences--in construction
fuel energy prices, industry

or~~anlZa;tlO]t1, transportation networks, and environmental
UII;rtIHV-M"}fm~:n tend to support regional defined priorities for
energy research. For improved .pro-
rhllt",tnJrln, in the textile industry is an concern for
North Carolina, while New York and California are both
more interested in efficient computers and office tech
nology. A special interest in California is the role that
end-use and solar energy can play in mitigating
urban smog, by reducing the "upstream" need for power
generation and thermal loads that use fuel directly--and
perhaps modifying the urban form to affect the location of
emissions and their in the atmosphere.

the work being conducted by these state institu
tions shows a focus that is not entirely Indeed,
some of the most innovative work has broad national
api)UC;an~Dn, such as the efforts California and
Florida to improve duct system efficiency, reduce infiltra-

and thus affect both and space heat loads4to

if these interests are sometimes recognized only partially
or, in a few cases, not at alL Consider private and
expenditures as one measure of relative importance:
energy, at over should rank among the
top concerns of both state and its citizens,
along with education ($243 billion), passenger transporta-
tion ($595 and health services ($604 billion;
1992b; Commerce, 1991). Yet we must keep in mind that
energy, as a public policy issue, has only recently
appeared on the scene. While energy use is ubiquitous, its
influence on any arena of public policy or
decisions may be so subtle that it receives little attention.

At one states offer an scale of effort for
energy R&D~ a means for cost-

among utilities state R&D
programs can undertake some that would be con-
sidered too bke too much of each

for a to sponsor--even a very
such as those in California or New York4 !mnr()ve~

communication and coordination among resear'Cnt~rs,

where state is modest or
dU1Pl1c~atlveresearch~

The emergence of nine state-level research OnZarJl1~ltl()nS

causes us to ask: what is the common the thread? It is not
found in the or political traditions of the

states involved. Far more than climate and 2000 miles
seJ>ar:ate California from North there is also the

of economic and
In this very diversity

among states has stimulate the creation of energy
research institutions to fill unmet needs. As one observer
has many research are either too

t.,;Ol!J"'''''V§'~l&'V" too or too much of a from
the national research to he addressed at a national
level Does this that some research

their very nature, must be done at the state
or that those on the national scene haven't been
the fun The answer, we is some of

and the

Yet another on the surge of state .......... IiI"'.~ ............ for
energy R&D comes from the tradition of with
the Federal go"erJilment powers
and all other 20'rel1rnD.ental r(~SpOnSlb'lllt:IeS reserved to the
states 6 While some constitutional such as the
interstate commerce clause have been broadly,
much of the in areas critical to
energy and renewables still rests with the states

the states, with local This
includes the of land-use and

the enactment and enforcement of building codes;
for education and transportation;

and user
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business. The traditional focus on central power genera
tion and rate-of-retum regulation are giving way to a new
set of utility roles emphasizing competitive procurement of
power, efficiency in distribution, and customer services to
enhance energy productivity. It is not surprising that
energy efficiency has become a prime focus for R&D in
many of the same states (California, New York, Florida)
where regulatory policies now highlight demand-side tech
nologies as a principal means of meeting energy service
needs--and as a source of future revenue growth and
for utilitiesc

The major recipients of research support from national
energy R&D programs have been the National Labora
tories, large industrial firms, and specialized consultantsc
These institutions have tended to be remote from local
concerns; their management and staff are not always
accessible to state and local officials .. Conversely, research
institutions such as colleges and universities, with closer
ties to the local scene, have a much less significant
role in national energy research programs. contrast,
four of the nine state R&D programs are based in univer
sities; the others have relatively close ties to universities
in their states through sponsored research, faculty mem
bership on committees, student and
the like.

The state energy R&D programs described. in this paper
have shown they can identify technical challenges and
opportunities that are significant both regionally in
cases such as lighting, ducts, and office on a
national level. They have brought together multiple spon
sors within their states to successfully translate new ideas

we might view the state R&D programs as decen~·

tralized, "little science" alternatives to the centralized
science" model of research funding by national organiza
tions. We don't wish to downplay the of the
national programs; aU of us have been closely involved
with these programs during our careerse the problems
of energy efficiency may well require more emphasis on
decentralized approachese This is because continued
progress in energy efficiency requires not just a few
points of intervention, as on the supply side, but a large
number of behavioral and perceptual changes dispersed

the fabric of society, affecting how all
individuals and institutions conduct their affairs .. In the
u.S., the job of encouraging and sustaining the changes
needed for energy efficiency has been assigned mainly to
decentralized institutions. Energy efficiency research is
likely to be most effective when its own structure
approaches that of technology-deployment process it is
trying to support

At the national policy level, the 1980s were a period of
malign neglect for energy efficiency. Administration
budgets routinely proposed massive cuts in both DOE's
research and grant programs for energy efficiency. While
Congress rejected many of the proposed cuts, the available
resources were steadily eroded, dropping two-thirds in
constant dollars from 1979 to 1989 and--despite gradual
increases since 1989, were still only at two-thirds of their
1979 level (inflation-adjusted) as of 1992 (Sissine, 1991).
The creation of new R&D programs in several states--with
their dominant focus on efficiency and renewables--was in

a response those in government, utilities, and the
research community who saw a continued commitment to
lm1DiC)Ve:!1 energy efficiency as a critical need (Regens,

We thus conclude that concerns other than region-specific
research seems to play a role in the perceived need. for
new energy R&D institutions at the state level. At least
three other issues appear to matter: the quantity of energy
efficiency research conducted by national organizations,
the objectives and focus of that research, and the types of
organizations being supported..

The Wisconsin program has taken a lead in exploring new
ways to assess consumer decision-making and to track the
impacts of DSM programs. And several state organiza
tions, including Florida and (more recently) New York,
California, and Minnesota are exploring better methods
for monitoring the field performance of buildings,
equipment, and systems.

Once some of the states seem to have been ...... AiI-,.,. ....Y'"

to the emerging realities of the electric

program also shifted its emphasis sharply
aPl>l1catu)ns and technology transfer, toward

technologies (GAO, 1990). The
national research. GRI and

did not face the same erosion of resources, and
their work has remained more neither
or~~anlza.tlon has focused on energy ..m1"1i·1l"''II~::ll1''lli''',~r

due to the between electricity and gas
for many much of their research has centered on

new markets and the competitive
~vO'J..II,..Bl'""U of the industry 1991;

For a second concern has been
as not decreases in

nn-·ne'IJ( sales but also new technologies and energy uses
to increase sales. Despite a dramatic rate of

in its Customer program (over 50% from
1987 to EPRI's current budget for end-use R&D
still totals about one-fifth of its funding for supply-
side research (EPRI, 1991)..
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into wen-managed research projects, ranging from single
faculty summer projects to multi-year, multi-dimensioned
research programs involving several institutional par
ticipants and sponsors. We might even say that, in some
ways, these states are already reshaping the boundaries of
energy R&D:

e by clearly placing their research emphasis on
efficiency and renewable resources rather than
conventional energy supplies

\& by moving beyond "hardware" research to also
include systematic work on technology deployment,
quality-control in real instaHations, consumer behavior
and decision-making

e by seeking the direct involvement of universities and,
in particular, emphasizing the role of multidisciplinary
research as a training-ground for new entrants to the

both as practitioners and as researchers

@ by seeking to directly link energy efficiency to non
energy issues such as indoor and outdoor air quality,
water industry and job growth (retention),
etc~

@ as a
concern of each R&D right from the start--and
in some cases, blurring the traditional
OOllln(larv between "research" and ff implementation"

Implications for tate and Federal
Policy

the future course of state
sp()ns~ore:a energy we that this movement
win continue to grow. New institutions are most likely to
be established in those states that are now to
redirect their utilities toward resource plan-

n with energy and renewable resources
seen as the most credible resource for both the
near-term and We that states win
continue to move toward more active mrorrnatloIll-stlarl1112
and coordinated research through informal
networks such as ASERTTI and other mecha-
nisms. In at least two areas, the upper Midwest and the
Pacific state organizations and utilities have

to the possibilities of closer regional
affiliation on energy efficiency R&D and related matters.

These new areas of emphasis, and the state R&D organi
zations that embody them, could in turn represent a new
set of for the national energy R&D

60 1DO .., Harris at 81..

institutions such as and DOE itself. Recent
legislative proposals envision a stronger role for DOE in
providing more flexible funding and technical assistance to
states for conservation program implementation. But rela
tively little attention has been paid, thus far, to potential
state roles in strengthening the technical foundations for
energy conservation, through R&D. The Federal govern
ment could provide fmancial help and technical advice for
new start-ups of state (or regional) energy R&D pro
grams, assist the linking institutions (such as ASERTTI
and NASEO) in similar efforts, and help improve coordi
nation between research planning at the national and state
levels.

Indeed, the growth of state-level energy R&D raises the
possibility of increased "balkanization If and duplicative
efforts--absent a renewed effort by the national organi
zations to provide constructive and effective
coordination~ DOE itself could take the lead by In''llnl'lll1nn

states in joint R&D cofunded research, and
participation by state R&D Directors and staff on DOE
program advisory groups. A similar array of opportunities
are open to GRI and to build bridges to this emerg-

group of partners across the country.

We fully expect to see, throughout this a growing
recognition of the of sustainable, affordable,
and environmentally acceptable energy eco
nomic growth, job security, and a high quality of life.
This process will generate new constituencies for energy
.::lo1t"1"ll .... 'II':::II'l"'liI"'.'IT and renewables within our states and communi-
ties, and help unleash their ideas and initiative.
efficiency research, properly conceived and effectively
managed, has an essential role in supporting state energy
policies. The research process and research if
lII.JU.vU}O:;JL.lLI-.l\.&.u.y designed and adequately nurtured, can help us
keep a perspective on the future, offer an independent
source of criticism to guide current programs and prac-

open up new and--in the best of cases--
provide a solid educational foundation for the next
generation of technical and managerial leaders ..
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